
 

 

�Operation S.M.A.R.T. gets girls interested in engineering. 

These could be Suncor employees one day! From left to 

right: Manvi (student), Kaylun (student), Lina Bahlawan 

(Suncor volunteer), Leigh (at the back – Girls Inc staff), 

Maana (in the front – student), Ann Dort-Maclean (Executive 

Director of Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta), Mimi George 

(Suncor volunteer), D’Andre Wilson (Suncor 

volunteer/program coordinator)
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�When Andrea Hine was a little girl, her mechanical engineer dad taught her to make paper helicopters and do chemistry 

experiments, inspiring a passion for a field traditionally thought of as male. This past fall, Andrea, a mechanical engineer-

in-training (EIT), and fellow female engineers gave girls 11 to 14 the same opportunity with the launch of Operation 

S.M.A.R.T.

Operation S.M.A.R.T. (science, math and relevant technology) partnered Suncor engineers and EITs with girls through 

Girls Incorporated of Northern Alberta, a non-profit organization that provides programs to girls in the Wood Buffalo region. 

As they did chemical experiments, built mini roller coasters, made cars powered by rubber bands and learned about 

process flow diagrams, the girls explored various engineering disciplines, such as civil engineering and aeronautical 

engineering. 

“I think they enjoyed being outside of a school environment and how hands-on the activities were,” says Andrea. “And they 

could see that you can be a cool, attractive, female engineer.”

The program was coordinated by Suncor engineer in training (EIT) D’Andre Wilson in collaboration with the BrainSTEM 

Alliance. D’Andre designed the sessions.

“The girls were able to participate in hands-on activities and tour the Oil Sands Discovery Centre, learning about the 

fundamental principles of engineering in an engaging and interactive way,” she says.

 As a member of the Suncor Oil Sands EIT Committee, D’Andre was able to tap into the Suncor network to coordinate the 

volunteers. 

“I was so happy with the number of volunteers that turned out. We have so many talented female engineers at Suncor and in our communities and young girls need to see these role 

models. I hope we can run Operation S.M.A.R.T. again next year and get even more girls involved,” says D’Andre.
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